“Christ is the Lord of a history that
moves. He not only holds the
beginning and the end in his hands,
but he is in history with us, walking
ahead of us to where we are going.”
Thomas Merton

“Beware of harkening back to what
you once were, when God wants you
to be something that you have never
been.”
Oswald Chambers, My Utmost for His Highest

We are suggesting that you work towards an event on
Saturday 3rd July after the lockdown restrictions ends
and before the school holidays begin.
Events could focus on one or more of the following themes (but
probably not manage all):
Remembrance:
of those lost, hurt and alone & of local heroes, NHS, shop workers
etc.
Rejoicing:
Celebration (we are free!) & reconnection - strengthening new
relationships that may have some online or via Whatsapp or
neighbours
Reimagination:
building a better future, things can be different.
Hospitality is at the heart of grace and generosity and so this is the
opportunity for the church express these in hosting a party and to
be at the heart of building community.
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Type of Event

Depending on your context different events will work better:
The traditional Vicarage Garden party / Church Fete.
Street parties.If you have a dispersed congregation perhaps
you could equip them with a pack to help them host street
parties
·Pub / church partnership – a Sunday afternoon for all ages in
the gardens like the village fete idea. Or an evening for adults
– use a pub quiz format with entertainment and general
rounds in between more reflective ones. Include some of the
other elements listed below such as music, cakes, prizes for
heroes.
School / church partnership – partner with the local school to
host this.
Pre-Event Communication

You will need to advertise and invite and as part of the invitation:
Give the message of celebration with all the fun stuff
but also the message of reimagination – what could will our
community look like in the future – we get to decide.
Ask people to nominate a local hero to be celebrated and receive
a prize.
Come with a photo or memory to write up on the ‘Memories’
board of people we have lost, or big moments that were missed,
or just something you want to mark publicly
Bake your favourite lockdown cake to be judged and then shared
out.
All of these different elements give a big opportunity to run a
social media campaign with different aspects of the whole event
being regularly publicised.
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Pre-Event Organisation
Get a team of people on board who aren’t just from the church
Ask local businesses to sponsor / donate a hero prize
Arrange for someone else from the community to judge the cake
baking
Ask people to contribute games and stalls
Arrange music
Arrange any necessary public licenses
Arrange food to be served / sold
Contact local businesses and see how they can be involved
Content of the Event
Stalls of traditional games and competitions. Bouncy castles
and face painting for the children.
The Great Covid Bake-off – people bringing their favourite
cake they have baked during lockdown and having it judged
and then everyone sharing the cakes.
Music. Can you provide a band or if not simply use a sound
system? In the one moment of corporate reflection what will
be the song to sing in your context – Abide with me, When you
walk through the storm-you’ll never walk alone.
Heroes: have a heroes board with nominations and photos
and have a moment to recognise them and present prizes.
Prayer Tent
Where people can pray sorry, thankyou and please:
tie a red ribbon on a cross to leave things of past behind and
ask forgiveness
tie a yellow ribbon to say thank you for something
tie a green ribbon to pray for something / someone
Have a facility for people to write / draw prayers.
Have people available to pray with people.
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Memory Board
Place for people to write memories and post pictures of loved ones
lost in lockdown as a way of marking people and events that were
lost because we couldn’t gather to mark them.
Reimagination video booth:
Someone to chat with people asking the question: if you could
choose one thing you would want to change / problem to solve in
this community what would it be? And what would you offer to
help that. Video people sharing their answers to that and invite
them to give you their contact details as you will be following up.
Use the video in creating a future event to
Generally video the whole event for future publicity and social
media follow up from the event.

The Programme

Mostly informal engagement with all the different activities. But
have one single moment where you:
Articulate what the event is about
Celebrate heroes and give prizes
Offer the prayers to God in a single prayer
Have a moment of remembering and read out some things on
memory board and sing a song to connect with that
Look forward with ideas of what might make a difference and
ask people to commit to offering their time to whatever comes
from this listening and reimagining.
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